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Social Identity Threat
• When people enter settings in which they are negatively 

stereotyped, they wonder:

• Will people treat me with respect or view me as a stereotype?

• If I perform poorly, will they think the stereotype is true?  

• Can I belong and succeed here? 

• A consequence: Vigilance in social perception 



What event and experiences, subtle or not, do you see 
that cause people (especially women, minorities) to 

question their belonging in science, technology, 
engineering and math?

Think of specific events. 
Tell a story.



Part I: Setting the Stage



“I Count”



“Like many other 
Blacks, when I find 
myself in a new public 
situation, I will count.”

-Arthur Ashe



Summer Conference Video
Balanced Video (1:1) Unbalanced Video (3:1)

•2 (participants gender) X 2 (video) factorial  
 
Unbalanced Video = cue of identity threat for women

Mary Murphy
Indiana



It made an enormous difference [for me when 
Justice Ginsburg joined the Court]. When I'd 
arrived there had been a large amount of 
media attention to the selection of a woman 
and then to see what that woman did, under 
all circumstances…And the minute Justice 
Ginsberg came to the court, we were nine 
justices. It wasn't seven and then "the women." 
We became nine. And it was a great relief to 
me.

Justice O’Connor (2003)

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor



What’s on the Wall?



Nature 
poster

Neutral books
Water 
bottles

Star Trek 
poster

Sci Fi books
Coke 
cans

What’s on the Wall?
Stereotypical 

Room
Non-Stereotypical 

Room
Sapna Cheryan
U-Washington



Interest in Computer Science
(Cheryan et al., 2009)

Sapna Cheryan
U-Washington



Institutional 
Growth Mindset



Maybe	I’m	
not	smart	
enough

Maybe	I	
don’t	

belong	here



Fixed Mindset: Talent is a fixed trait

Growth Mindset: Talent is a malleable 
quality; a potential that can be developed

   
    

Mindsets About Intelligence



He thinks women 
just don’t have 
it…

Institutional Mindset
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Experiences in STEM and 
non-STEM Classes

• Freshman and sophomores, interested in STEM, all undeclared in 3 
university contexts 

• All women’s college

• STEM-focused polytechnic university

• A large urban public university

• Surveyed after every (STEM and non-STEM) class for 2 weeks

• Perceived professor mindset

• E.g., The Professor or TA in this class seems to believe that some students are smart, 
while others are not



Identity Threat in STEM
Interpersonal concerns, belonging (r), negative affect, cognitive depletion, imposter, 

self-esteem (r)
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Women’s Identity Threat by 
Institution Type
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Women’s Identity Threat in 
STEM by Professor Mindset
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How Can We Change a 
Culture of Genius?



Part 2: Personal Interactions



Every time I walk into a classroom like that [advanced 
graduate level Math class], I think ‘Ok, I know at the 
end of the quarter I’m going to get an A or B in the 
class—but making it through the class, showing them 
what I’ve got…dealing with what they expect…that 
I’m not just a girl—that’s going to be the hard part.’

 -3rd year female graduate student in Math at Stanford



What Predicts Social 
Identity Threat?

• Conversation partner: 
Man or woman?

• Conversation valence: 
Positive or negative?
• Made me feel: competent, 

free to exchange opinions 
and ideas, respected, 
accepted, authentic…

Daily Social Identity Threat
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positive negative
Man, with male conversation partner
Man, with female conversation partner
Woman, with female conversation partner
Woman, with male conversation partner

Will Hall
University of 

British Columbia



Part 3: How Can You Create a 
Culture of Belonging and 

Growth? 



1. Improving Interactions 
With Peers



Interactions that Convey Respect 
as a Work Partner

• Men and women told would take an evaluative math test 
(creates social identity threat)

• “Randomly assigned” to write or receive a tip (participant 
always received)

• Completed practice problems

• Received a (not applicable) tip

• Took test

Lauren Aguilar
Stanford University



Working-Together Manipulation

Control Condition

Tip # 29; Authored by Participant #167

I find this helpful:
It is sometimes faster to plug in numbers (a 

bunch of different numbers like positive 
numbers, negative numbers, zero) rather 

than trying to solve the equation 

Told would write a tip for or receive a tip 
from the “tip bank” which has tips from past 

participants.  Always received the tip.

Working-Together Condition

Told would write a tip for or receive a tip 
from the “other participant.”  Always received 

the tip.

Tip 

Hey Sarah,

I find this helpful: It is sometimes faster 
to plug in numbers (a bunch of different 
numbers like positive numbers, negative 

numbers, zero) rather than trying to solve 
the equation.


Hope this helps you too!

-Daniel



Math Performance 
(Guess-corrected score, controlling for SAT-Math)
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Aguilar, Carr, & Walton (under review)



Replication and Extension: 
How Does He View Me?

Women’s Math Performance
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Control Working Together

• Working together condition

• Felt like working together more

• Felt more connected to the man

• Perceived man to feel more 
connected to the self

Aguilar, Carr, & Walton (under review)



2. Improving Interactions 
Around Critical Feedback







Substantive feedback 
“Give more detail”

Global encouragement 
“Good job”



“Wise feedback:”
I’m giving you these 
comments because I 
have high standards 
and I know that you 
can meet them.



“Placebo:”
I’m giving you 
these comments 
so you have 
feedback on your 
essay.



Percentage Resubmitting Essay 
(7th graders)
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The Power of Yet



Imagine it’s your freshman year of college and you 
have just submitted your first writing assignment for 
your PWR course. When you get your paper back 
from the teacher, it is covered in comments and you 
see that you got a C. At the top of the paper is 
written, “You haven’t mastered college level writing 
[…yet!] See my comments throughout for suggested 
improvements on the final draft.” 

Haimovitz, Kenthirarajah, Dweck, & Walton, in prep



Students’ Perceptions of the Professor
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Responses to Feedback
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Haimovitz, Kenthirarajah, Dweck, & Walton, in prep



3. Convey Messages to 
Support Belonging



“You Belong”



Social-Belonging 
Interventions

(Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011; Walton, Logel, et al., 2015; Yeager, Walton, et al., 2016)



Worries About Belonging Can
Make Themselves True 

Person experiences a challenge or 
setback (e.g., critical feedback, 
feeling lonely or disrespected)

Behavioral 
response

“I/people like me don’t 
belong”

Psychological 
interpretation

Academic 
outcome

Withdrawal from the social 
and academic environment

Worse achievement and 
persistence

Membership in a disadvantaged 
group (e.g., ethnic minority,. 

college student; woman in tech)

“This is the kind of thing 
everyone goes through in a 

challenging transition”

Sustained engagement in the 
social and academic 

environment

Higher achievement and 
persistence

The social-belonging 
intervention



The Social Belonging Intervention 
(Walton & Cohen, 2011 Science)

• Goal

• Provide a more optimistic, hopeful narrative for common negative 
social experiences in school

• Stories from upper-year students indicating that

• Everyone worries at first about whether they belong in college but, with 
time, everyone feels at home

• Designed to prevent students from attributing adversities to a 
permanent lack of belonging

• Message reinforced using “saying-is-believing” techniques 
(Aronson et al., 2002)

50% reduction in the 
achievement gap over 3-years



So looking back, my first year was pretty mixed.  I 
mean, socially, it was great…But there was some 
academic stress.  I remember this one class in 
particular was especially hard.  It had really 
challenging material that I’d never seen before, but 
deep down…I guess I was excited to learn it.  A 
couple of times when I asked the prof a question, he 
gave me a really simplistic response, and thinking back 
now I think he probably just thought I was dumb.  But 
my friends all had the same experience, so we came 
to the conclusion that well, the prof couldn’t really 
answer questions very well…eventually the whole 
class learned to just go to the TA and he was great…  
The class struggled a bit at first, but I ended up 
learning a lot, and I’m excited to apply the knowledge 
that I’ve learned to the real world.  

-“Mahesh,” 3B Environmental

Social Belonging for Women in Engineering
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4. Create a Growth-Mindset 
Culture  



Encouragement









Growth-Mindset Practices



Where do mindsets come from?

Parent Mindset X

z

Child Intelligence 
Mindset

Parent Practices

X

Growth vs. Fixed Mindset Praise:
“You worked so hard” vs.
“You’re so smart”

Parent Beliefs 
About Failure

Failure is enhancing vs. debilitating 
“Failure facilitates (inhibits) 
growth and learning”

Haimovitz & Dweck, in press



Growth-Mindset Interventions
(Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007; Good et al. 2003; Paunesku et al., 2015; Yeager, Romero et al., 

2016; Yeager, Walton et al., 2016)



Orientation Website



Orientation Website





Maintaining Full-Time Enrollment
First Semester (12+ Credits)

(N=2,463 African Americans, Latinos, First-Gen. White Students)

Logistic regression, Z=2.62, p=.008
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Yeager, Walton, et al. (in press PNAS)



What ideas can you implement to promote belonging and 
growth? How will you do so?

Be specific.



Changes You Can Make: 
15 Hacks for Building Diversity in Tech

(Walton & Murphy, 2015)

I. Make everyone feel welcome 
1. Write job ads that include, not exclude
2. Celebrate diversity—in everyone
3. Talk about growing talent, not finding the (boy) 

geniuses
4. Take down the Star Trek posters!
5. When hiring and promoting, prioritize diversity 

and show off that diversity
6. Communicate that tech is not just about me, me, 

me—it’s also about working together and 
making a difference

II. Hire the best talent 
9. Avoid bias in hiring, part 1: Commit to standards 

before looking at applicants
10. Avoid bias in hiring, part 2: Think about a series 

of hires as creating a group
11. Identify hidden talent

III. Promote mindsets that increase 
resilience on the job 

10. Encourage a “growth mindset” about ability
11. Tell stories to bolster belonging
12. Incorporate personal values at work to help 

people feel like a whole person, not a stereotype

IV. Everyday Practices that Help Diverse 
Teams Succeed 

13. Train managers to tell subordinates why they are 
giving critical feedback

14. Create opportunities for women to work more 
with other women

15. Encourage employees to share small gestures 
that convey their respect for and connection to 
one another

Available at www.stanford.edu/~gwalton 
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